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NAVIGATION ANALYSIS FOR VIKING 1979 - OPTION B
By Paul H. Mitchell
1.0 INTRODUCTION
A parametric study was performed for U8 trans-Mars reference missions
in support of the Viking program. The launch dates cover several months
in the year 1979, and each launch date has multiple arrival dates in 1980.
Figure U.2-1 of section h.2 is a plot of launch versus arrival dates
with case numbers designated for reference purposes.
The analysis consists of the computation of statistical covariance
matrices based on certain assumptions about the ground-based tracking
systems. The error model statistics are listed in table 3-1 of section 3.
Tracking systems were assumed at three sites: Goldstone, California;
Canberra, Australia; and Madrid, Spain. The tracking data consisted of
range and Doppler measurements taken during the tracking intervals starting
at E-30 and ending at E-10 for the control data and ending at E-l8
for the knowledge data.
The control and knowledge covariance matrices were' delivered to the
Planetary Mission Analysis Branch (PMAB)' for inputs into a AV dispersion
analysis. Additional results are contained in the plots and tables of
section k.
2.0 SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS
AD Mars arrival date
B-plane a plane perpendicular to incoming hyperbolic asymptote
B vector from center of Mars to the piercing point of the
incoming asymptote
|B| magnitude of the B-vector






















uncertainties in trajectory at Mars encounter considering
tracking data from E-30 to E-10
energy of the approach hyperbola
vehicular declination referenced to ecliptic plane
degrees
Mars encounter (periapsis of incoming hyperbolic tra-
jectory)
tracking station at Goldstone, California
Houston Operations Predictor/Estimator
vehicular momentum vector at Mars encounter
kilometers per second
uncertainties in trajectory at Mars encounter considering
tracking data from E-30 to E-l8
launch date from Earth
meters
tracking station at Madrid, Spain
mean of 1950 ephemeris reference date
milliradians
indirect landing "by way of parking orbit
direct approach to entry and landing
.plane-of-sky angle between Earth-Mars line and angular
momentum vector of vehicle at encounter
range measurement from ground-based tracking station
right ascension













a right—handed orthogonal coordinate system with S
in direction of incoming asymptote, T lying along
the intersection of the B-plane, and ecliptic plane
R completing the system
semimajor axis of error ellipse in B-plane
semiminor axis of error ellipse in-B-plane
projection of center of the Earth onto Mars surface
projection of center of Mars onto Earth surface
linearized time of flight
missions with transfer angle less than 180°
missions with transfer angle greater than l80°
sun-centered angle of travel from Earth to Mars
velocity at infinity measured at Mars encounter
angle between Mars-to-Earth vector and the S-vector at
encounter
trajectory target angle measured from T-vector to
B-vector
orientation angle of error ellipse measured positive
clockwise from T to SMIA
one sigma or one standard deviation on Gaussian distri-
bution with zero mean
3.0 ASSUMPTIONS AND ERROR MODEL
Ground-based tracking stations at Goldstone, California; Canberra,
Australia; and Madrid, Spain, were assumed to be taking two-way Doppler
(RD) and range (R) measurements for navigation purposes. The stations
were allowed to track above elevation angles of 8° measured from the
station's local horizon. The Doppler count intervals were at 60-minute
intervals throughout the tracking arc while only one range measurement
was taken at E-30 days. Two tracking arcs were assumed for each tra-
jectory. Navigation control uncertainties contain tracking data from
E-30 to E-10 and are based on Doppler plus range. The solutions which
are designated knowledge include tracking data from E-30 to E-18 both
with range and without range for each case.
A weighted least squares filtering technique was employed with a
consider option; the data were weighted by the inverse of the data noise.
The values of the mathematical error model are listed in table 3-1. The
station location uncertainties that are listed were rotated into the
local latitude, longitude, and altitude of the station for incorporation
into the Houston Operations Predictor/Estimator (HOPE) (ref. l).
Only the state vector was included in the solution vector; the consider
option included the effects of unsolved biases on parameters such as
gravity fields of Mars, Sun, and Jupiter, a bias on the range measurement,
three components of station locations for each tracking station, and the
six parameters of Mars ephemeris as defined in table 3-1.





a. Distance to spin axis
b. Longitude








a. Aa = l.E-T
a
b. Ae = l.E-7
AM + Ar = l.E-T
o
d. Ap = l.OE-7
f. Aq = l.OE-7










Note: p, q, and r are unit vectors; p is in direction of perihe-
lion, r is normal to orbit plane, and q completes the right-handed
orthogonal system.
U.O RESULTS DATA
U.l Trajectory Information, Coordinate System Geometry,
and Statistical Limits for |B| and YF
This section contains a table of trajectory information and a geo-
metric illustration of pertinent coordinate systems used to derive the
error analysis solutions. The Rl3T schematic was taken from reference 2.
Figures U.l-2 and U.l-3 show the statistical bounds on the trajectory
parameters |B| and y . These bounds are due to the constraints imposed
upon acceptable entry conditions and are a function of nominal trajectory
values. For instance, the entry flight-path angle Y-C. nas an assumed
£i
nominal value of -22.0° and a maximum uncertainty of +U.0°. Therefore,
for given entry altitude and V^ ,, the allowable uncertainty (upper bound)
in |B| can be computed by the equation of item c(2) in the following
list. This list is presented to identify and in some cases to clarify
the data that end this section (^ .l).
a. Table U.l-I is trajectory data.
b. Figure U.l-1 illustrates the geometry of the coordinate systems
(ref. 2).




(5) POS (plane of sky)
(6)- ZAE
(7) Error ellipse
c. Figures k.1-2 and k.1-3 show the statistical limits for |B|
and YTE
(l) Allowable B uncertainties versus Vm assumes a nominal
entry flight-path angle Y-P °f -22° and OY-r, max of
£j ilj
1.333°
Y_ = -22°. aB and ay- a^e evaluated from the following
E E
(2) Entry flight-path angle versus aB assumes a nominal
equation (from ref. h):
-Voo(csc -y
where
R = radius of Mars + 800 000 feet













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.1-3.- Entry flight-path angle uncertainties.
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U.2 Navigation Uncertainties in the Semimajor Axis (SMA)
and Semiminor Axis (SMIA)
This section contains the navigation uncertainties in the semimajor
axis (SMA) and semiminor axis (SMIA) of the error ellipse evaluated at
the time of the deflection maneuver at E-6 . The error ellipse orientation
angle Q is also included and defines the direction of SMIA with
respect to the T (see fig. U.l-l). Figure U.2-3 of this section contains
the minimum uncertainties in entry flight-path angle. This minimum ayE
results from minimizing the uncertainty in aB (see equations in sec-
tion l*.l). The following list is presented to identify the data that
end this section.
a. Launch dates from Earth and arrival dates at Mars contour plots
are shown in figure U.2-1.
b. Case numbers are defined on figure U.2-1.
c. Control navigation uncertainties in SMA, SMIA with 9 are
shown in figure .^2-2(a).
d. Knowledge navigation uncertainties in SMA, SMIA, with 0..,.
(assuming a range measurement at E-30 ) are shown in figure h.2-2(l>]
e. Knowledge navigation uncertainties in SMA, SMIA, with 6
(assuming Doppler only) are shown in figure .^2-2(c).
f. Minimum uncertainty in y (deg) is evaluated at Mars
Ci
altitude of 800 000 feet (assuming a nominal YJ, = -22.0°) in
figure U.2-3.
Ill
7/21 8/10 ' 8/30 9/19 10/9 10/29 11/18 12/8 12/28 1/17 2/6 2/26 3/18
Launch date, 1979





































































































































































































































































7/21 8/10 8/30 9/19 10/9 10/29 11/18 12/8 12/28 1/17 2/6 2/26 3/18
Launch date, 1979
(a) Control navigation dispersions with range. 9-0°.










































































































































































































































7/21 8/10 8/30 9/19 10/9 10/29 11/18 12/8 12/28 1/17 2/6 2/26 3/18
Launch date, 1979
(b) Knowledge navigation dispersions with range, fl • 0°.
Figure 4.2-2.-Continued.
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7/21 8/10 8/30 9/19 10/9 10/29 11/1? 12/8 12/2? 1/17 2/6 2/26 3/18
Launch date- 1979


















8/15 9/4 9/24 10/14 11/3
• 1979
11/23 12/13 1/2 1/22
-1980
Launch date, 1979
Figure 4.2-3.- Minimum Itr flight-path angle uncertainty at Mars.
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U.3 Navigational Bounds on Target Angle 6
This section contains the navigational bounds on the target angle
6. These "bounds are a function of the navigation statistics on SMA
and SMIA and of the allowable aB as presented in section U.I. They
are evaluated by the equations of this section. The following list is
presented to identify and define the data that end this section.
a. Navigation approach angle window for Mars arrival is shown for
May, June, July, August, September, October, and November, 1980 (figs. U.3-1
through U.3-8).
(1) Nominal entry into Mars atmosphere at 800 000-feet altitude
and y = -22.0°.
(2) OYE = +1.333°
(3) Tracking data (R, RD) taken from E-30d to E-l8h.
(U) Equations to determine 8 allowable (ref. U)
- b2
•a; "allow4> ,, , ., = arcsin0 W 7 r-nYallowable 2 f az - b^
^ __ A , 1
allowable MI — allowable
where
oB = uncertainty in |fi | via figure U.l-2
a = aSMA of table U.U-II or figure U.2-2
b = aSMIA of table U.U-II or figure U.2-2






8/10 8/30 9/19 10/9 10/29
1979
11/18 12/8 12/28 1/17
-—-1980
Launch date, 1979
















8/10 8/30 9/19 10/9 10/29 11/18 12/8 12/28 1/17
1979 -|—1980
Launch date, 1979
Figure 4.3-2.- Navigation approach angle window for July 4, 1980, arrival date.
22-
8/10 8/30 9/19 10/9 10/29
U 1979
11/18 12/8 12/28 1/17
Launch date, 1979

















Q Range plus Dopplerfr
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8/10 8/30 9/19 10/9 10/29 11/18 12/8 12/28 1/17
1979
Launch date, 1979
















yE = -22 degj
AIMi i !innTfTTm
8/10 8/30 9/19 10/9 10/29 11/18 12/81979 12/28 1/17
-1—1980
Launch date, 1979
Figure 4.3-8.- Navigation approach angle window for November 1, 1980, arrival date.
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U.U Tables of Navigation Uncertainties SMA and
SMIA and Uncertainties in |B|, TL, DA, RA,
C3, and VI
This section contains tables of navigation uncertainties in SMA and
SMIA as presented in section U.2 and in JBJ , TL, DA, RA, C3, and VI.
These symbols are defined in section 2.0 and are direct outputs from the
HOPE computer program. Control and knowledge navigation information
items as presented in the tables are defined as follows :
a. aSMA = one standard deviation in semimajor axis of error ellipse
at E-6h.
b. aSMIA = one standard deviation in semiminor axis of error ellipse
at E-6h.
c. Q = error ellipse orientation angle measured from SMIA to T
(see fig U.l-l).
d. oB = one standard deviation in magnitude of the B-vector |B| .
e. oTL = one standard deviation in linearized time of flight.
f. oDA = one standard deviation in declination of Viking with respect
to Mars (MOF50 equator).
g. oRA = one standard deviation in right ascension of Viking (MOF50
inertial reference).
h. aC3 = one standard deviation in orbital energy at E-6 .
i_
i. aVI = one standard deviation in Vo> at E-6 .
j. Q = trajectory target parameter which defines B with respect
to f (see fig. U.l-l).
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TABLE 4.4 -1.- CONTROL NAVIGATION INFORMATION FOR VIKING 1979 - OPTION B ~
T
<TDA <TNA (TCj <TV1 Q
» K « » ' « K H » (DES) (KM) | ( SEC ) ; (Mf tAO 1 1 ( MRAD t ( M/S );2 j {M/S )
a I 159.66 23«8o ; &*58 28 « |9 [ J 1. 00' 1* 21' : • 0*2 '11 5. 638 : • 016 • o
2 168. Si 33«27 .26 33.27 13.68 .9Q1 «061 1 1 B . 3 H 7 .015 0
3 2 3 | « « 1 30'&8 5«5& 37.61 l H t 7 8 2*566 « 1 1 2 2 2 0 < V H O «03<« : 0
t 218.42 4»»B8 6 .H3 55. |2 l5.*»9 2'33' « 1 2 » 2 l 6 « t < * V « 0 3 2 ' 0"
5 S O ^ ^ O * ' 2 « j 7 -7.59 82t t6 2"».2l J.915 .J35 251. »02 .03S 0
6 H36.3Q 66 t87 - |3«62 122*30 3 H . 8 Q j . M S 9 . J 2 2 339.278 . Q M 2 { 0
7 3 1 J . 7 5 < « 1 « 1 0 3»06 «C(.l6 J7 .69 3»92t « | 7 6 362.605 .TJSH j - -g-




•8«1S 1 H 7 . 8 6 31*08 H « 2 5 0 *33l 3<i1.<<59 .055 i 0
73 l * « 2 « 2 t - J » » 3 » 225. «3 5S .B9- j .66 l - .37£ '319.733 »T3Srr 0
676.21 136. t6 -20-42 21Q.72 6H. 02: 2. 682 .351 315.323 .019 0
|2 173.35r 92*79 -J .01 93.22 70*25 6. |72 .172 530*795 .086 : 0
|3 361.11 ' 129.87 - 1*15 132*73 50*00 6*789 .151 188.970 «08S IT
362*86 |72*69 ! -5.51 175.51 53*6| 6.Q86 <152 365.568 .067 0
15 148.28 139.76j- |6 .26 |88.21 59.76 1.263 .108 237.188 .011 : 0
14 372.31 31*82 , .42- 36.*7 5Q'15-3.110 •251 313»t87- .USO"—0~
J7 37J .23 61.81 -1.21 55.17 57.13-3.925 .326 295.181 .050 0
»8 325.33 73*80 -1«19 7l.il 18.|2 1.Q67 .327 :237.112 .011 0
|9 319.96 8 t .99 -3«29 B n r o 2 13«16-3*726 ; * 3 1 6 '117*077" .02* ' -^~
20 112*45 45*11 -7.22 85.81 32.58 2.110 .385 89.737 .0|7 0
21 265.62 1Q.Q5 .83 Io« l ' 23.79 2.003 « 1 2 1 290*875 .035 0
22 265* io 3S»S1 I* !? 35*»0 27. IS 2*337 *l1i -2*1*995 »TT36 ~ TJ
23 269 .7) 32*81 1.35 33.36 31*32 2*540 * > 6 3 229.702 .036 0
21 -249,88 32*16, 1.13 32*82 36.81:2.662 <188 (95.917 .032 ' 0
d dT'hese data are based on doppler tracking data taken from E-30 to E-10
with one range measurement taken at E-3° •
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TABLE 4.4 -I.- CONTROL NAVIGATION INFORMATION FOR VIKING 1979 - OPTION B - Concluded
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TABLE 4.4 -U.- KNOWLEDGE NAVIGATION INFORMATION FOR VIKING 1979 - OPTION B
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on doppler plus range (R + RD).
Based on doppler only.
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U.5 Covariance Matrices for Control
and Knowledge Tracking Arcs
The six-by-six covariance matrices for the control tracking arc and
for the knowledge tracking arc serve as a conclusion to the result data.
They were computed in double precision but were truncated for inclusion
into this report. The following list defines pertinent features in the
tables.
a. Control tracking arc is from E-30 to E-10 .
b. Knowledge tracking arc is from E-30 to E-l8 .
c. The coordinate system is the inertial XYZ, MOF50, Mars-centered.
d. The covariance matrices are computed at the deflection maneuver
time of E-6h.
e. The case numbers refer to the trajectory case numbers as defined
in figure U.2-1.
f. Covariance matrix format (units are kilometers and seconds) is
as follows:
• •
ax2 axy axz axx axy axz
9 'ayx ayz ayz ayx ayy ayz
azx azy az2 azx azy azz
axx axy axz ax2 axy axz
ayx ayy ayz ayx ay2 ayz
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The purpose of this analysis is to support a AV dispersion analysis
and thus determine the feasibility of a direct approach to a Mars landing.
Therefore, the enclosed results serve as an intermediate step to the desired
goal. A final document vill be published which will contain the analysis
of the complete study; firm conclusions will be drawn at that time.
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